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VOUSCon 2023 Schedule

Thursday, June 15 / Day 1
7:30PM | Meeting 1

Friday, June 16th / Day 2
8:00AM | Workshops
10:00AM | Meeting 2
2:00PM | Meeting 3
4:00PM | Workshops
7:30PM | Meeting 4

Saturday, June 17th / Day 3
8:00AM | Workshops
10:00AM | Meeting 5
2:00PM | Meeting 6
4:00PM | Workshops
7:30PM | Meeting 7

Sunday, June 18th / VOUSCon Sunday
11:00AM | Sunday Service
1:00PM | Water Baptisms
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The Road To VOUSCon 2023

January 2023
Thursday, January 19th –1st SL Touch Point

February 2023
Monday, February 20th – VOUSCon Scheduling Day #1

Wednesday, February 22nd – Department SL Touch Points
Sunday, February 26th – Team Expo following in-person services

March 2023
Wednesday, March 1st – All VOUSCon Team Leaders confirmed

Monday, March 20th – VOUSCon Scheduling Day #2
Wednesday, March 22nd – 2nd SL Touch Point

April 2023
Saturday, April 22nd – VOUSCon Team Leaders Meeting

Sunday April 23rd - Sunday, May 6th – Team Leader led SL Touch Points
Monday, April 17th – VOUSCon Scheduling Day #3

May 2023
Wednesday, May 17th – VOUSCon Team Night

June 2023
Saturday, June 3rd – Saturday Meetups (In-Person)

Sunday, June 4th – Launch SL Registration (Receive your T-shirts &
wristbands)

Sunday, June 11th – Second Week of SL Registration & Launch GA Early
Registration

Wednesday, June 14th – VOUSCon Prayer Night
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Team Leader Expectations
VOUSCon Team Lead
WHO YOU REPORT TO: Your VOUSCon Coordinator
YOUR PURPOSE: Lead the charge + facilitate the process within your VOUSCon Team
YOUR MAIN FUNCTIONS: Delegate details and oversee the VOUSCon game plan

Serving Expectations
● Team Leaders will attend VOUSCon Team Leaders Meeting, VOUSCon Team

Night, and VOUSCon Prayer Night. All three are required attendance.
● Team Leaders will organize and lead two Pre-Con Meetings (described below).
● Team Leaders are expected to be present every day of VOUSCon.
● Team Leaders will lead huddles and ensure their Team is on time to rallies.
● Team Leaders will manage all schedules for every moment that their Team is

needed to serve at VOUSCon. They will do this by checking scheduling
responses on CCB or PCO, personally confirming with Team and re-allocating
people as needed to ensure all needs are covered, and populating a central
VOUSCon scheduling sheet with every SL’s confirmed assignment(s).

● Team Leaders will check Basecamp and messages from their coordinator to
communicate all updates and expectations to their Teams in real time.

● Team Leaders will create and manage their VOUSCon Team Chat.

Pre-ConMeetings
● Team Leaders will be responsible to plan and lead two Team Touch Points

(meetings) prior to VOUSCon. The first will be via zoom and the second will be
in-person.

● The first SL Touch Point led by Team Leaders will take place the week of April
23rd. Team Leaders will be responsible to schedule this Touch Point and create
the zoommeeting. In this meeting, Team Leaders will review all information
that they received from Team Leaders Meeting, and review their Team
playbook with all SLs signed up for their VOUSCon Team.

● The second SL Touch Point led by Team Leaders will be Saturday Meetups,
taking place on Saturday, June 3rd. These meetings will be in-person and are
important moments to review all final details related to VOUSCon serving.
Team Leaders will schedule these and choose a location to gather.
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Call Times, Huddles and Rallies
● TeamHuddles - During huddles teams are able to connect, share important

information, celebrate praise reports, and pray for any needs. These are key
moments of connection and builds strong team community.

○ Huddles will take place 15 minutes after call times.
○ Huddles are to be led by Team Leaders. Do not miss a huddle!
○ Be the first one there – early is on time.

● TeamRally - At team rallies, all Servant Leaders gather together with the
Servant Leaders of their location to be encouraged, stay informed about what
is coming up in the life of VOUS Church and set the atmosphere for the day.

○ The Team Rally schedule will be sent out. Please ensure your Team is
present 5 minutes before the Team Rally start time.

Scheduling Days
● Coordinators will create and send VOUSCon schedules on Scheduling Days

using Community Church Builder (CCB). Team Leaders will be responsible for
checking these schedules and following up on responses.

● A schedule request will be sent for every event type that your Team is
responsible for at VOUSCon. Our ask is that you schedule yourself for at least
80% of the requests.

Response to Schedule Requests
● Communication is key within any team or organization. It is much better to

lean more on the side of over-communicating rather than
under-communicating. The expectation is for all servant leaders to be
responsive to service requests as soon as they possibly can. A responsive
team is a healthy team.

Basecamp
● Basecamp is a virtual workspace that we use church-wide to brainstorm,

assign tasks, and communicate information with our Servant Leader base.
Team Leaders are expected to frequently review and respond to VOUSCon
Basecamp posts and announcements.
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VOUSMission
To bring people that are far from God close to God.

VOUS Values
Jesus: Is Our Message
The purpose of VOUS Church is to share the hope of Jesus. Jesus is our message. We are Jesus
people, not religious people. Methods will come and go, yet our message will remain the same.

People: Are Our Heart
Our heart is for ALL people. All people are loved by Jesus. We make no apologies for being
specifically focused on reaching those far away from God. We desire to bring the broken home at
all costs. We believe that our light is best seen in the night.

Generosity: Is Our Privilege
Generosity is about giving more than what is required. We see generosity as a privilege. We're
generous with our time, talents and treasure. We go first in our giving. God has given richly towards
us, it's our honor to give back to Him.

Excellence: Is Our Spirit
We are going to always do the best with what we have. We're on time, engaged and prepared. We
don't do things halfway. If we're gonna do it, it's to the best of our ability.

Servant Leadership: Is Our Identity
If you're too big to serve then you are too small to lead. We believe the greatest leadership is
service to others. Every leader is a servant first. From the parking lot to the pulpit, everyone serves.
Every role is different but they are all important. If you ain't helping, you ain't helping!

Honor: Is Our Calling
We are vocal with our honor, meaning we are not stingy with our words. We submit to leadership
and are thankful for spiritual authority. We choose joyfully to submit to those God has placed over
us. We honor and care for those God has placed under us.

Passion: Is Our Pursuit
Everything we do, we do it with passion. From our worship to our service we do it with Holy Spirit
Energy. Passion drives us. Passion for Jesus. Passion for people. Passion for His church.
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VOUS LeadershipMotto
I am a leader
I am a person of influence
Today I choose to be a blessing
With God’s help, there is nothing that I cannot do
Instead of being reactive, I will be proactive
I know the answer
I am the solution

Leadership Layers
We lead more effectively when we know what is expected of us. Clarity on the
roles in each Leadership Layer helps individuals lead confidently. What are
you empowered to do? What are you entrusted with? Who do you report to
with successes and challenges? The descriptions below help leaders stay in
their lane and thrive in their leadership.
You’ll notice the only difference at VOUSCon is that there are no Service
Leaders. Just Coordinators, Team Leaders and VOUSCon SLs.

Coordinator
Responsibility: Develop Leaders and strategy within selected ministry
*Additional note: Coordinators can be either Staff or Servant Leaders
Expectation: Develop Leaders + present strategy
Team Leader
Responsibility: Oversee an entire ministry area
Expectation: Develop Leaders
Servant Leader
Responsibility: Execute the ministry plan
Expectation: Serve people and recruit more SLs

Luke 12:48 MSG
"From everyone who has been given much, much will be demanded; and from the one who
has been entrusted with much, much more will be asked."
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TeamCulture
LEADERSHIP IS A PRIVILEGE
We don’t “have” to do this, we “get” to do this. Expectations create excellence - without
boundaries, deliverables and timelines we cannot progress. Standards are set so that we
have a reproducible culture that represents the heart of VOUS Church wherever and
whenever we may gather.

EACH LEADER REPRESENTS THE WHOLE TEAM
When you step into a leadership position you no longer represent only yourself. Your attitude,
actions and integrity are a walking billboard seven days a week for our church community. Be
aware that even when you don't think others are watching, you are setting an example.

LEADERS GO FIRST
As leaders at VOUS Church we set the tone for those we lead by exemplifying that which we
expect. We arrive before other teammembers, we have a can-do attitude and are willing to
not just talk the talk but walk it out. Be aware that much more important than what you are
saying are the actions and attitude with which you lead.

LEADERS CELEBRATE RELATIONSHIPS
Leaders develop real relationships with teammembers and create a culture of celebration.
Prayer requests, praise reports, birthdays, coffee dates, brainstorming sessions and dinners
are just a few of the wonderful ways we are able to support and celebrate one another.

INSPECT WHAT YOU EXPECT
When you give a task be sure to follow up with clear feedback. We are robbing team
members from growing by not celebrating the wins and explaining what they could improve.
There should be a good mix of both. Without follow up there is no opportunity for growth.
Confrontation is a healthy and necessary part of leadership.

DELEGATE BUT DO NOT DUMP
Leadership should allow others to take on tasks within the weekly schedule of teams but
should not dump responsibilities without the proper training, communication and planning.
Our job as leaders is to set teammembers up for a win, to trust them with little as they begin
the journey. As they grow we continue to entrust them with more. Time proves commitment
and responsibility.
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LEADERS WORK WITH MARGIN
Rosters, confirmation and team calendar updates are to be done in advance so that team
members can plan their schedule accordingly. No need to rush and pull something together
when we could plan a month out and enjoy the process. Rosters should be done a minimum
of two weeks beforehand. Purchase Requests must be turned in a minimum of two weeks
before needed.

LEADERS OVER-COMMUNICATE
Leaders understand that we speak the culture not just think it. We check, double-check, and
triple-check for important details and confirmations to ensure we as a team are prepared for
our responsibilities. We teach others how to speak and think the culture. With rosters we
prepare weeks in advance but then reconfirm the week of to be sure.

BE A PEACEMAKER
You are not a pot stirrer. You are a peacemaker. A listener. A truth speaker in love. A criticism
killer. A gossip squelcher. A defender of those in leadership. Leaders always understand there
are two sides. Before you react to a conversation, consider both sides to the story and
remember we are all on the same team.

ASK BEFORE YOU CORRECT
No matter how much of the story you know, as a leader, always ask what happened before
you correct. Listen to hear, do not listen to respond. Then respond with respect, speak the
truth in love and make it clear what your expectations are for moving forward.

A PROBLEM IS A GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR A SOLUTION
Leaders are not intimidated, frustrated or overwhelmed by unexpected problems. Instead
they put all their energy and focus toward finding a solution. Getting a “no” is not the end of
the story. We keep seeking, thinking, collaborating and hustling until we make it happen.
Sometimes the best solutions emerge just minutes before the deadline, so we don't give up
and we let our joy be our strength.

EMBRACE EXCELLENCE NOT EXCUSES
Leaders do not make excuses but instead are committed to teach the culture. Taking the time
to RSVP, communicating lateness, using CCB etc. is a learned habit and pushback is expected
from new servant leaders who are not used to the system. We don't crumble and lower our
standard, we have healthy conversation to explain the why behind the what. The system does
not make serving complicated, the systemmakes serving a success! And yes, this includes
our amazing creative community!
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VOUS Housekeeping
Opportunity, Responsibility, Accountability
Luke 12:48 MSG
"From everyone who has been given much, much will be demanded; and from the
one who has been entrusted with much, much more will be asked."
Great giftsmean great responsibilities; Greater gifts,mean greater
responsibilities!
At VOUS, we are committed to knowing what we are doing, but also being aware of
what we’re not doing. Both are crucial!
We have ONE vision at VOUS - To bring people that are far from God, close to God.
Division begins when there are two different visions happening. We don’t want to do
a bunch of good ideas, we want to do a few God ideas.

Here is what we focus on as Servant Leaders of VOUSChurch:

We Think Like A Leader
● Leaders are always thinking about involving people
● The tasks we are responsible for are not just about the work. They are a way to

involve and minister to people
● We are called to maximize what is around us and what is given to us

We Build Team
● We are a Servant Leader lead organization
● We should always be at a point where we need more people
● People's investment heightens with their involvement

We Understand Our Culture
● We're committed to and promote our ministry model
● VOUS Church is not "pick up" sports. We are a real team with real plays.
● There are 2 forms of ministry at VOUS Church - TEAMS and CREWS.
● Some things we need to know about Teams

1. We don't start teams without approval
2. We don't do a Teammeeting without approval. It's not about control,

we're just trying to run the plays that have been designed.
3. Changing language always needs approval
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Communicate, Enforce and Represent our Position
● If we want people to flourish, we have to focus on these things
● We have a choice - we can choose to withdraw from or deposit to

Additional Reminders
Questions to Ask:

● Where are you from?
● How did you find VOUSCon?
● What did you think of the last Meeting?
● Do you know about VOUS Church? / Are you currently in a VOUS Crew?
● How can I pray for you?

BeMindful of:
● Carrying VOUS Culture in each conversation
● Walking guests to locations instead of pointing
● Directing guests to our VOUS website if you are unsure of the response to a

certain question


